
caution
• Never tow Paddleboy® with any vehicle. 
   Warranty will be voided.
• Do not carry passengers in the craft  

while portaging.
• Damage to the craft or Paddleboy®, or injury 

may result from improper or unintended use of 
Paddleboy® carts.

warning
Portaging a canoe, kayak or other craft is a strenuous 
activity. Prior to engaging in any strenuous activity 
(including that involving Paddleboy®), the user should 
consult a medical professional to determine whether 
the physical strain is appropriate. 

By purchasing this Paddleboy® product, the 
purchaser agrees for himself/herself and for any/
all other users to release and waive all claims 
against Paddleboy® for damages or injury which 
may result from the use of this Paddleboy® 
product.

warranty
Seattle Sports will repair or replace, at its discretion, 
any broken or defective parts for one year from date 
of purchase. The customer will be responsible for the 
cost of shipping the Paddleboy® back to the factory. 
Seattle Sports will pay all return shipping costs to 
customer. The customer takes responsibility for the 
proper attachment and use of the Paddleboy® cart. 
Seattle Sports cannot be responsible for any damage 
to any property arising out of the use or misuse of its 
product. Call first for return authorization: 800 632 
6163. Return to Seattle Sports Co. 1300 N. Mariposa 
Ranch Rd., Nogales, AZ. 85621 

seattlesportsco.com

®ASSEMBLY 
INSTRUCTIONS

Tires may be shipped uninflated. Please 
check and inflate as needed.

You will want an adjustable wrench for 
assembly.

1
Carefully remove wheels from frame by cutting 
plastic zip-ties. Check and inflate tires if needed.

2
Unfold ATC cart. To attach wheels: place wheel 
in between wheel guards. Run axle through 
wheel guards and wheel, making sure black 
tire knob is on the outside. Attach locknut to 
inside of the axle and tighten with an adjustable 
wrench. Hold black tire knob to tighten 
completely. 
 

3
The ATC is adjustable. You may move the cradle 
rest to three different widths, then lock into 
place with the locking pin.
 

using a center cart
Set the cart next to the boat. Pick up one end 
of the boat and place the boat on the cart, near 
the center of boat. Experiment with your boat 
to find the best spot to place the cart.

Use included cinch strap to securely fasten 
boat to cart.

When you arrive at your destination simply 
remove the strap, lift boat off cart, disassemble 
and stow cart.
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